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TCSJOHNHUXLEY delivers innovation and reliability to the iGaming sector

TCSJOHNHUXLEY is a brand name instantly recognised as the world-renowned supplier of the highest
quality live gaming equipment. Having been established for 45 years, our products and solutions are
trusted globally for quality, innovation, reliability and security, with beautifully handcrafted products
integrating seamlessly with the latest leading-edge technology.
These features not only appeal to land based operators, they are also crucial to online casinos that
operate 24/7 businesses. With the ability to reach hundreds of thousands of players across the globe
on a daily basis, reliability and security are key. That’s why TCSJOHNHUXLEY is the live gaming
equipment supplier of choice for the online gaming sector.
Having worked with many leading online gaming providers for numerous years, the company
understands and knows how to overcome the challenges of lighting and recording a live game. From
entirely matt wheels which help minimize issues of studio light reflection, to bespoke, award winning
innovations and new games, TCSJOHNHUXLEY works in partnership with their iGaming customers to
deliver quality products of the highest level with exceptional attention to detail.
These successful partnerships have seen collaborations with industry leading companies, such as
Evolution Gaming, where they have developed a range of bespoke Roulette wheels and their award
winning unique Dream Catcher game. This focused approach continues to deliver innovative, quality
products that the iGaming industry and ultimately their players, know and trust.
Fredrick Bjurle, Director of Products Evolution Gaming, comments, “We have worked with
TCSJOHNHUXLEY for many years and have always been delighted with the quality of their products
and the reliability of their Roulette wheels.” He continues, “TCSJOHNHUXLEY has been an important
partner in the development of many projects ranging from bespoke Roulette Wheels to the awardwinning Dream Catcher. Their willingness and ability to innovate, coupled with their attention to detail,
quality products and service level, has led to a very successful collaboration.”
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